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ParlAmericas participated in the launch of the UNFCCC Academy for Global Youth Leadership

Empowerment in Latin America

On June 29, 2022, ParlAmericas participated in the event "Strengthening Youth Leadership for Climate

Action: Launch of AGYLE Latin America", organized by the Regional Collaboration Centre in Panama of

the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

The main objective of the meeting was to launch the Academy for Global Youth Leadership

Empowerment (AGYLE), an initiative that seeks to build capacity, empower and interconnect youth,

defenders, and entrepreneurs who want to promote a sustainable future. In this framework, Michelle

Volpin, Project manager of the ParlAmericas Climate Change and Sustainability Program, moderated a

panel of young women leaders from various sectors who presented on the initiatives they are

implementing to promote the participation of youth in climate negotiations and processes, with a focus

on the empowerment of girls and women.

The panel included the participation of Carol Simon (Panama), Climate Change analyst at the Ministry of

the Environment, Carolina Guerra (Panama), founder of Jóvenes y Cambio Climático (Youth and Climate

Change organization in English), and Maria Aguilar (Colombia), resilience fellow and climate champion

for UNFCCC as a representative of YOUNGO, the non-governmental youth advocacy group for the

UNFCCC. The meeting concluded with a presentation by UNICEF and the official launch of the Knowledge

Exchange Platform that AGYLE Latin America is developing to promote capacity building for the

substantive participation of youth in decision-making processes.

To learn more about the work done by ParlAmericas, visit www.parlamericas.org and follow

@ParlAmericas on social media.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-UW-klXsGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-UW-klXsGI

